SWaCH at the Joy of Giving Week 2013, Pune
Collection of Old Clothes:
Recycle your clothes!!
With a focus on ‘recycling’, people are requested to give clothes that can be re-worn. They
should be clean, mended and packed ( into categories) clothes. SWaCH in turn will pass on
these clothes at a nominal rate to those who cannot afford retail. Organisations can set up
collection centres with their premises and transport the collected clothes to SWaCH at predecided dates and locations.
Collection of E-Waste:
Dispose your E waste responsibly!!!
E-Waste contains mercury, nickel, cadmium, cobalt amongst other dangerous chemicals and metals. Which pollute the
environment and harm people if disposed unscientifically. SWaCH has been authorized by
the Pune Municipal Corporation to collect and store E Waste. SWaCH will ensure that the
collected E-waste is sent to MPCB ( Maharashtra Pollution Control Board) authorized
recyclers under the E Waste Collection and Handling Rules
Organisations can set up an E-waste collection drive on their premises and transport the
collected E waste to SWaCH at pre-decided dates and locations.
Recycle your Newspaper:
Give your old newspapers to SWaCH! They will be recycled into S.T dispo bags –
newspaper bags for appropriate disposal of soiled sanitary pads to avoid direct handling
of the same by wastepickers.
SWaCH @ Phoenix Market city on 5th and 6th October 2013:
SWaCh will be part of the Joy of Giving Week NGO fair at Phoenix Market City on the 5 th and 6th of October 2013! The
following products will be on sale: S.T Dispo bags ( sold at Re.1 per bag, in packs of 50), 1/2 Kg compost potlis ( Rs. 20),
Composter ( Rs. 2500 including the composter kit),Cloth shopping bags ( Rs. 50 each), Diaper disposal labels.
The stall will also have educational material for free distribution.

Contact Manisha Desai on 9765405455 or email swach.outreach@gmail.com for more details.
SWaCH Pune Seva Sahakari Sanstha Ltd. is a collective of self employed wastepickers that provides waste collection and
management services. It is authorised by the Pune Municipal Corporation.

